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2023 Spring / Summer Collection

FASHION  REMEDY 

This season’s theme is “FASHION  REMEDY” pouring “REMEDY” that 
makes this world more comfortable and heals people’s lives into the creation 
and craftsmanship, and embarks on a journey that melts and lifts your heart. 
Welcome to “RYNSHU RESORT TERRACE” where you can be encouraged, 
empowered and healed by “FASHION”.
The crystal pure blue sea that surrounds us endlessly, the sound of waves 
playing a beautiful melody and the brightly colored plants are illuminated by a 
dazzling light. The oasis beach and beautiful pink island flowers photographed 
by Rynshu in the Maldives are placed on silk satin with a pleasant texture and a 
gentle sheen to accelerate the vacation mood.
The cool breeze feels good on your skin after spending time on the beach and 
the resort forest heals your whole body. The full of the black tulle is embroi-
dered with various botanical patterns and the blooming pink charm flowers are 
stitched in gradation to create an exotic couture look. The see-through black silk 
shantung is embroidered with leaves that fade slightly after sunset and the fresh 
buds are decorated with bijou. Cutting fabric out between the leaves reveals 
healthy skin and foreshadowing a mysterious night.
The strap belt of the original hourglass cutting jacket adds an accent to the 
vacation mood and the curved silhouette is tailored to a resort tailoring that 
sublimates into a simple and modern style. Light and noble materials such as 
silk triple organdie, chiffon and smooth silk printed sunlight filtering through 
foliage create the perfect resort dinner under the romantic moonlight.
Energize your mind and body with the shining sunrise and keep the memories 
of your beautiful trip in a bijou dress. The bijou and sequins are draped in light 
and each one is carefully sewn one by one just like a painting. The tanned legs 
peeking out from the silk dress hem melts your heart with the memories of sum-
mer... “FASHION  REMEDY” that stays with us anytime, anywhere. Get ready 
your suitcase full of “REMEDY”, where are you going?
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